
June Newsletter

Hello, CO LSEN members! It is o!cially summer and we are excited to share what we
have been working on! Over the past month we have focused on connecting policy-
makers with scientists and constituents culminating in our Legislative Event on June
29th. We also launched Better Know a Colorado… District, the first series of our Better
Know A Colorado… Project, kicking things o" in an interview with Colorado’s 6th District
Representative, Jason Crow. To stay up-to-date on all things CO LSEN, be sure to follow
us on social media. 

Our Team

We can’t wait to share more about these projects, but first we have some new faces:

David Oonk earned his PhD in Science and Technology Policy from the 
University of Colorado Boulder. He was advised by Dr. Max Boyko". His 
research focused on climate and public health policy and regulation of 
the oil and gas industry in Colorado. David is joining Arizona State 
University's re-Engineered Lab as a Postdoctoral Fellow to continue 
research into energy and technology policy.  David is working with CO 
LSEN as the Special Events director, coordinating our June 29th 
Legislative Event.

Presley Church started with us as an intern in September 2020 and is 
taking over as Communication Director in addition to aiding event 
coordination and executing our Better Know a Colorado… Series. In the 
fall she will return to Cornell University where she is a Fiber Science and 
Apparel Design major interested in sustainable fashion and science 
communication.
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Better Know A Colorado...

The “Better Know a Colorado...District/Issue/Border” multimedia project seeks to draw
out science-policy-society issues around the state of Colorado and tell the vibrant and
varied stories of communities and people living within it. As a non-partisan project,
Better Know a Colorado...District/Issue/Border investigates, relays facts and figures, and
shares information and narratives without championing or criticizing any particular
worldview.

Better Know A Colorado...District

The Better Know a Colorado District project uses light humor to draw out the critical
science-policy-society issues, drivers of the economy, and cultural values in each of the
seven (soon-to-be eight!) districts of Colorado. The project features story maps to
provide virtual tours of each district, as well as interviews with Colorado’s Congressional
representatives. 

Interview with Representative Jason Crow

We kicked o" Better Know a Colorado... District in an interview with Representative Jason
Crow of Colorado's 6th Congressional District. Watch Special Projects Director, Mikkela
Blanton, interview Representative Crow and learn more about the 6th district here.

Better Know A Colorado...

Better Know A Colorado... Homepage 
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Science Notes

Colorado 2021 Legislative Session Climate, Technology & 
Environment Bills- What Passed and What Didn't
Ambitious Transportation Funding Bill Moves Quickly Through the 
Legislative Process 
Wyoming Allocates Money to Sue Other States Over Climate Policies
Sunny Colorado is Well Suited for Growth in Solar Energy Production
Colorado is Getting a New Congressional District: Here's What You 
Need to Know

Upcoming Events

Legislative Event 
June 29th | 11 AM - 3:15 PM MST

Join the Colorado Local Science Engagement 
Network (CO LSEN) and the Institute for 
Science and Policy (ISP),  in collaboration with 
CO-LABS, Western Water Assessment
(WWA), the Colorado Climate Center, and 
Cooperative Institute for Research in 
Environmental Sciences (CIRES) in welcoming 
scientists and decision-makers throughout 
our state for three conversations focused on 
rural broadband in Colorado, climate-
informed decision-making, and carbon 
markets as a policy tool. Each panel will 
consist of short presentations followed by a 
facilitated discussion. 

Sessions: 

1. Technology: Rural Broadband [11 AM - 12 PM MST]
2. Climate and Environment: Climate Informed Decision Making [1-2 PM MST]
3. Carbon Pricing and Markets: Carbon Taxes [2:15-3:15 PM MST

More Info/ Speakers: Click Here

There will be an invite-only policymaker workshop at 10 AM MST co-hosted by Institute 
for Science and Policy (ISP). Hosted by Leaf van Boven, professor of psychology and 
neuroscience at CU Boulder, this session will explore the hurdles that we all face when 
evaluating risk, tradeo"s, and complex decisions, diving into questions such as: How can 
we better understand and interrogate some common biases and tendencies? How can we 
work towards bringing scientific information into these challenging discussions and 
decisions? What systems can we put in place to overcome these challenges? 
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